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Getting to Russia
Flight Details:

● Take off from LAX around 12:00 pm, land in 
Amsterdam  +1 at 9:30 am, and you will 
arrive in St. Petersburg from Amsterdam 
around +1 1:15 pm.

● KLM Airlines flight to St. Petersburg is 14 
hours long. Price is around $800 for flights 
within the next couple of months but can be 
closer to $500 if you book for a date that is 
further out. 



Destination 1: St Petersburg
● Hotel: The State Hermitage Museum Official Hotel

○ Opulent hotel offering 2 upscale restaurants, a bar, a 
spa, plus an indoor pool

○ Set 4 km from the State Hermitage Museum. This regal 
hotel is also 4 km from the Winter Palace and 1 km 
from shopping along bustling Nevsky Avenue

○ About $88 per night



St. Petersburg: Dining
● Recommended Restaurant: Severyanin
● Traditional russian food served in an 

environment with lovely vintage style decor. 
It is decorated like a living room from the 
19th century, meant to bring its patrons back 
in time. 

● Plates at the restaurant average about $13 
USD (900 Rubles)



St. Petersburg: Attractions
1. State Hermitage Museum
2. Lower Park 
3. Mariinsky Theatre



St. Petersburg to Moscow
Train Details:

● Leave Moskovsky (St. Petersburg) Railway 
Station at 9:00 am and get to Leningradsky 
Railway Station (Moscow) around 1:00 pm via 
high speed rail.

● Price for a standard seat is around $75 but you 
can pay more for a higher class seat for around 
$96. 



Destination 2: Moscow
● Hotel: Riverside Hotel
● Set in a palatial building overlooking the Moskva 

River, this refined hotel is 7 km from the Moscow 
Kremlin and 1 km from Kiyevsky railway station.

● Sleek rooms & suites with free Wi-Fi and free 
breakfast.

● $45 a night



Moscow: Dining
● Recommended Restaurant: LavkaLavka Farm 

Restaurant
● The restaurant, located in the center of Moscow 

near Tverskaya street, has the best Lavka has to 
offer. The menu changes daily and features 
Russian classics: from borsch and pancakes to 
buckwheat and gulyash. They also have 
vegetarian menu options and a huge drinks 
selection (alcoholic and non-alcoholic). The price is 
a bit higher than average, but it's possible to have 
a very filling dinner for two with drinks for about 
$70

●



Moscow: Attractions
1. Red Square
2. The Kremlin
3. Tsaritsyno Museum-Reserve



Moscow to Sochi
Flight Details:

● Take off from Moscow’s Airport at 9:05 am and land in Sochi at around 11:40 
am. This is a quick and easy 2 ½ hour flight.

● The preferred airline to take is Aeroflot with a price of around $75 for an 
economy seat. There is also a high speed rail option but that itself might take 
longer and might be just as expensive. 



Destination 3: Sochi
● Hotel: Denhart Hotel
● On a tree-lined street, this upscale hotel is an 

8-minute walk from a bus stop, 2 km from the 
sea, and 4 km from the waterfalls and cable car 
at Sochi Arboretum

● The alternative rooms with purple accents offer 
city or sea views and feature free Wi-Fi, 
flat-screen TVs and minibars; some have 
balconies.

● $51 per night



Sochi: Dining
● Recommended Restaurant: Cafe Krasnaya 

Polyana
● Located on the beautiful River Mzymta
● Food of Slavic and Caucasian heritage. Specializing 

in local dishes cooked traditionally. Daily delivery 
of fresh trout, with a focus on creative cuisine 
based on meat, fish and vegetable products of local 
origin. 

● Prices for this restaurant range from $19-$29 a 
plate



Sochi: Attractions
1. Riviera Park of Culture and Leisure
2. Central Beach Dagomys
3. Stalin’s Summer Residence 



Getting Back Home
Flight Details (This is a tough one):

● Leave Sochi at 4:05 am and arrive in Istanbul 
at 6:05 am. Leave Istanbul at 1:10 pm and 
arrive at LAX around 4:50 pm PST. 

● Total travel time of 22 hours and 20 mins, but 
all flights are through Turkish Airlines. Price 
for a ticket home is around $332. 

DISCLAIMER: All prices that have been listed 
throughout this presentation may increase once this 
pandemic is over.



Overview of Trip
● You’ll be visiting three extraordinary Russian cities on this vacation.
● Get to experience both outstanding air travel and the ease of high speed rail.
● This trip gives you the opportunity to experience a variety of different aspects 

of Russian culture: food, architecture, art, operas, etc.
● Overall Cost of Trip: $1207 for airfare, $650 for hotels (10 nights), $440 for 

extra curriculars, and $500 for food.


